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Web Developer with a passion to learn and explore new technologies.  My experience on both client facing and development teams is a combination
that will be valuable to any team. 

SUMMARY

EMPLOYMENT
May 2015 to Current Donde · Software Engineer · Chicago, IL

Contributed to multiple flagship products including Store Locator, Locator Analytics Dashboard, and
Twitter Campaign Manager
Worked on product dashboard built in a Full Stack Environment including Ruby, Rails, HTML, Sass,
Jquery, Javascript ERB, Javascript, and MongoDb 
Managed development of client specific needs
Create a comfortable UI for multiple pages
Exterminated multiple bugs to gain knowledge of current code base
Clients include Jamba Juice, Burger King, Walgreens, Proctor and Gamble, Pizza Hut, and Applebee's
Hands on development with AngularJS, OO JS, Ruby, Rails, MongoDB, Node, HTML5, CSS, Sass, and ERB

Sep 2014 to May 2015 PaletteApp · Full Stack Developer · Chicago, IL
Part of core development team for exciting start-up
Involved in development process from blueprinting to implementation of e-commerce site
External site built using Sass, OO Javascript, AngularJS, PostgresSQL, and Ruby on Rails framework
Built with PostgreSQL database
Managed development process and delegated responsibilities appropriately
Extensive experience with AngularJS to enhance speed, functionality, and cleanliness of code
Built internal site with Ruby on Rails to manage company products allowing full CRUD capability
Managed deployment to Github
Created program with ability to pull multiple products and images from customer sites using Nokogiri

Jul 2014 to Sep 2014 DevBootcamp · Jr. Web Application Developer · Chicago, IL
Junior developer able to build web applications from the ground up
Built fully functional web app using Ruby on Rails, Javascript, ReactJS, HTML5, CSS3, and Bootstrap
Conceptualized UX/UI design, drew up wireframe and implemented into application
Included in full project development process from conception to release
Pair programmed on most projects
Fully immersed learning ranging in 10-13 hour days understanding new concepts and languages
Familiar with testing tools such as Rspec, Jasmine, Capybara

Aug 2012 to Jul 2014 Onward Search · Sr. Account Coordinator/ IT Recruiter · Chicago, IL
In depth experience supporting the digital staffing needs of Fortune 500 companies on a local and
national basis
Managed a list of clients primarily in the digital advertising space
Extensive recruiting and management experience within all divisions of digital marketing and IT
Built NY IT staffing branch of creative recruiting agency to exceed 500k within the first year of inception
Managed a team of two junior recruiters
Worked directly with hiring managers for timely response on open positions

Jan 2014 to Jul 2014 Global App Testing · QA Engineer · Chicago, IL
Tested beta iPhone apps before release
Discovered multiple critical bugs while testing 
Worked with global testing tools such as GAT Bug Genie
Documented bugs with detailed descriptions

Jan 2011 to Aug 2012 Mitchell Martin Inc. · Sr. IT Recruiter · New York, NY
Hands-on experience with full life-cycle recruiting
Strong written and oral communication skills with extensive experience in cold calling and sourcing
techniques
Provided guidance and training in regards to recruiting policy to field representatives, subordinates, and
hire command



SKILLS

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS Ruby, HTML5, CSS3, Javascript, AngularJS, ReactJS, Bootstrap, Foundation, Nokogiri, Bourbon, ERB, Sass
TESTING SUITES Rspec, Capybara, Jasmine

FRAMEWORKS Rails, Sinatra
REPOSITORIES Git, Heroku

PROJECTS

Internal Management Site This is an internal site with the ability to manage products on our main website. The import tool accepts jsons and converts them to
easily readable text in order for the products to be mapped into their respective datafields. 
Tech:  Ruby on Rails, AngularJS, Javascript, HTML, CSS, AJAX, JSON, Jquery 

Lynt External sales site built to allow textile manufacturers to sell extra product. We built this site from scratch using a user-story as our
guideline. I was involved in every step of the process from tech decisions, coding, styling, and refactoring. The site is built using heavy
AngularJS for speed and readability. Bourbon was used as our style guide and site structure. The site is the currently private and only
on localhost. 
Tech: AngularJS, Ruby, Rails, HTML5, CSS3, OO Javascript, Ajax, JSON, Bourbon, Bootstrap 

Browsin' I worked on this site for my 8 day final project at DBC. The app is designed for an audience that has multiple premium media services.
For now, the sites we include are HBO Go, Hulu+, and Netflix. The app allows you to search through all of the content that is available
to you based on your subscriptions to make your search for something to watch quick and painless. The goal of our app is to have you
in and out so you can search less, and watch more.
Tech: ReactJS, OO JS, Ruby, Rails, AJAX, Jquery, Bootstrap, HTML5, CSS3. 

EDUCATION

2014 Dev Bootcamp

Full Stack Development

2010 Yeshiva University

BA Marketing/ Managment


